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In the period of Taoist founding,it pursued an thought to found religion in 
farming methods、to disseminate its doctrines in doctoring methods and to integrate 
farming into the monasticism, and it implemented a system which included farming、
training and practicing its doctrines, the thoughts and system attach importance to 
agriculture.After the emergence of Temples Taoist, under the guidance of thought 
prefering to give alms to others, not to want others to their own charity,Taoist temples 
in the mountains and near the rivers practiced the integrated cultivation of agriculture 
and Tao to implement self-sufficient relying on their large-scale land, It is in in this 
process of the integrated cultivation of agriculture and Tao that they were attaching 
importance to both Nong Tao and Geng tao, Taoist gradually formed and continuously 
developed its agronomy, in each period of Taoism, they were recorded in Taoist 
scriptures、temples’ Zhi and epigraphic inscriptions in varying degrees. In this paper, 
literatural method, historical study method, philosophical Interpretation method and 
the field survey method and other methods are used to conduct a detailed examination 
and a system studies on Taoist agronomy. 
This dissertation is composed of five chapters, as well as an overview, and a 
conclusion.In a total,there are 350000words. In the overview, it defines related the 
concepts’ meanings of Taoist agronomy, and makes a brief description of the basic 
situation of the academic ,our purpose and study methods on it. Chapter One studies 
the origin of Taoist agronomy from the agronomy included in the  mythology and 
legend, Yi,hundred schools ,Daoism and their agronomical monographs , and so on. 
Chapter Two makes a historical study on Taoist agronomy according the agricultural 
thoughts included in the Taoism Classicses ,the appearance ande the developing 
processes of Taoism nongshus looked as the main line then divided them into three 
periods:Han,Weijin and North-Southen Periods were the beginning and formation 
period of Taoist agronomy; the Sui,Tang and Song dynasties were the fast 
development and florescent periods of Taoist agronomy;Jin,Yuan,Ming and Qing were 















studies the contents and characters of Taoist agronomy.The contents totally contain 
NongTao and GengTao.Specifically,the contents contain three parts: The thought of 
agricultural origins; The thought about the environment for agricultural production; 
The thought of agricultural science and technology. On system Features of Taoist 
agronomy,they are the theological nature,Taoism speculative, the main content about 
planting and breeding technology in mountain aera. from the practical dimension of 
the integrated cultivation of agriculture and Tao,Chapter Four probes the relations 
between agriculture and monasticism according three dimensions. Firstly, the aricle 
states the background and meaning of the proposed concept “integrated cultivation of 
agriculture and Tao” and points out the relationship between monasticism and 
agriculture in Taoist temples.secondly,It expounds the economical function of 
“integrated cultivation of agriculture and Tao”、the religious effects and the theorical 
function for Taoist agronomy in the Taoist temples.lastly,It illustrates the facts of the 
integrated cultivation of agriculture and Tao,according to the recordings in Taoist 
scriptures、temples’ Zhi and epigraphic inscriptions. Chapter Five discusses the 
Two-way relations of the Two-way effects and Two-way absorbings between Taoist 
agronomy and traditional agronomy.It points out the base of the relations to the 
Two-way effects and Two-way absorbings is in the same homology and the same 
affinity in the thought and history.and the base of the relations to the Two-way effects 
and Two-way absorbings is also in the same technical sources such as Primitive 
religion’s witchcrafts and FangXiandao celestial tendings.so the article concludes that 
the actions displaying Taoism、feeding Taoist priests、creating Taoist、keeping Taoist 
by agriculture and borrowing Taoism into agriculture are the vivid exemplification of 
the Two-way effects between Taoist agronomy and traditional agronomy.Part 
Conclusion mainly reveals the enlightenment of Taoist agronomy to the model 
agriculture: the thought attaching importance to agriculture and the probes to the 
agricultural production technology gives obvious inspiration to constracting the model 
thought attaching importance to agriculture; the thought of combining Wu-wei to 
Yu-wei is meaningful to constracting ecological agriculture;Taoism experience 
exploiting mountainous area gives very important practical meanings to model land 
issues,especially to checking a rapid decline in arable land. 















agronomy to make it a complete theoretical system:firstly,Going beyond the domain 
of a particular subject,the article analyzes Taoism thoughts from the perspective of 
agriculture and mainly highlights the agriculture component in Taoism thoughts 
basing but not relying Taoism, the article expands the field of Taoism 
research.secondly, the article conbins classic literature to case when it chooses 
material,the article extracts the connotation of Taoist classics, as well as tests some 
agricultural cases,so the article does not only catch the records in the Taoism 
scriptures literature,but also found some new material which was not recorded in 
scriptures literature.thirdly, this paperconstracts a rich content and self-contained 
system of Taoist agronomy.based on referring Taoist scriptures、temples’ Zhi、
epigraphic inscriptions and the existing agronomy.the article thorically cards the 
origine and development of Taoist agronomy,It also particularly probes the contents、
systems、Features and exemplifications of Taoist Agricultural Thought,It shows the 
contributions of Taoist agronomy to the economical development of Taoist temples by 
some obvious examples.forthly, the article also rethinks the model means of Taoist 
agronomy and probes the effections of nature、ecology in the Taoist thought to the 
agricultural development.It highlights the purport of studying Taoist agronomy. 
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